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About This Game
Scutter is a VR arcade-style obstacle race for a hexapod robot. While exploring the planet Cryla, an alien virus rains down
potentially ending your mission. Fire, Roll and Fly your way through action-packed maps of increasing difficulty to collect
energy crystals and teleport Scutter back home.
Free demo available!
Features:

Unique maps with increasing difficulty
Global Leaderboards for the fastest times
Fast paced shooting action with attacking virus
Teleport yourself around maps for best viewing angle
Maneuver your Scutter by rolling or flying like a drone
Acquire Powerups to help complete maps
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Designed from the ground up as a VR gaming experience
Maps included: NÖØÖB, Opposites Attack, Blob Mob, Tower of Power, Revolution, Headbanger, Wavy Gravy,
Antiparallel, Mind Over Matter, Go Ballistic, Yo Yo, Blockchain, Wall of Death, Pipe Dream and Walk the Plank
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Title: Scutter
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Afrosquared LLC
Publisher:
Afrosquared LLC
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290
Storage: 650 MB available space

English
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It's simple, the graphics are ugly, it lacks a sense of progression, but it's fun...
I got it for free, I got some cards, and I enjoyed it... I probably won't be playing it much more though.... First things first: For
two bucks, BYTEPATH is a steal. If you're at ALL interested in the Idea of a PoE-Style shooter, stop reading this stupid review
and buy this game already.
So anyway, BYTEPATH is a relatively simple arena shooter drawing mostly from Bit Blaster XL or even Geometry Wars but
with a huge amount of buildcraft slapped on top. The Buildcraft itself is heavily inspired by Path of Exile or more specifically,
old school-PoE. Like, Closed Beta-PoE. Pathing through the skillstree is somewhat unintuitive if you're used to the stathighways of modern PoE and not every cluster will have a notable you will want to aim for.
Also like old-school PoE, this game is incredibly easy to completely and utterly break. One or two playthroughs in, you will
realise that with very little investment you can more or less make yourself completely immune to damage, nuke the entire
Screen multiple times per second or just regenerate life faster than you can take damage. Finding new ways to break the game's
mechanics is quite fun though, and with a short session length of about an hour (less in subsequent playthroughs) BYTEPATH
encourages finding new ways to trivialise the climb to level 40.
Unfortunately, the game runs like absolute aers on my system, so I usually just collect my 8 keys and move on to the next build.
Anything past level 50 and the action on screen turns into a stuttery mess - Maybe another way BYTEPATH behaves like old
school-PoE. But I digress. Also do yourself a favour and turn all graphics effects to "0". You'll thank me later.
That is all. Happy Buildcrafting.. This is a beautiful game with an interesting and vast world. The progression of the musical
elements as you go through the level and colorize the world is absolutely breathtaking. The colors are vivid and the and all of the
game elements are SO DARN CUTE! This is truly a masterpiece with both sound and substance.. So far an ok Point and Click
game; dont know if im gonna return to it thou after half an hour of gameplay.. Why do steam offer this DLC in shop in english
language if it's not the truth ?. Awesome to play and just jump into if you've already played the other titles. I would highly
reccommend this to anyone who would love to see how this project prospers. I personallly can't wait for the online multiplayer,
if only to see how it works. Thumbs up from me!! Get out there and... "Switch it up"!. Oddly there is no one to play with dispite
that its a good game to play, unique in itself.. This is a hard game to pin point to a genre. You have a book of elements, with
pictures of said elements. You can match 1+1 together and discover a new element, and that's the whole game. Discover more
and more elements, yes they have a story and several quests etc. but it's not quite a game, not quite a puzzle. It's just think and
click, or don't think a spam click. Alot probably remember that game was out for free on appstore etc. and it might feel bad to
pay 5.99:- for it. Another big problem people seem to have with this is the in-game purchase, but I don't see this as a big
problem. What I have problem with is games that won't allow you to continue without buying more energy, gold or time. In this
it was just hints you could buy. You don't need that to play the game. Just use one of the helpful guides if you feel stuck, so for
me this isn't an issue. It's just, that the game don't have any variety what so ever that bums me. It's interesting in the beginning,
but gets old fast. Still, it's not a bad game, it's just hardly a "game" for me. I recommend it only, if you get it cheap and is really
intrigued by what this is. 5.2/10
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Its all fun and games unless it lacks both of those.. MODULE: MiG-15Bis
NATO CODENAME: \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
INTERFACE: full-fidelity(that means clickable)
ERA: Korean war
WEAPONS: 2 NR-23 23mm cannons & 1 N-37 37mm cannon plus unguided bombs and rockets
HANDLING: constanly pulls up, will fly in a loop if left uncontrolled. so i have only 22 mins or so on this game but i felt the
controls were really bad. i also found it was very weird that they could spot you from so far away. i understand this is an indie
game and its probably got a small dev team or solo dev. this game just felt bad.
Someone mentioned if they had controls kinda like Contra it might be better. As someone who has played Contra i have to agree
with this. i guess when i play a top down game i would hope its easy to move around but this was not the case so it really
confused me.
i also think a tutorial level would be ideal because most people will not understand the concept of the game i didn't really either.
maybe with some polish this might be better.. I'm a fans of SAO Anime. But not this game...
One word to summarize this game : "Boring..."
I lost all my passion to finish the game, so here is my unfinished review
Pros :
- It's SAO game with all the SAO Characters and resources
CONS :
- No real story or conflict. Just you trying to get to the top floor.
- Boooooooring and repetitive battle. You repeat the same chore again and again untill you reach the top floor.... Even the
hollow area is not that interesting..... This game is a short little metroidvania, although it only has a single boss, I still consider
this game to be quite enjoyable. The difficulty is nice and smooth and since its not too large this game can easily be 100% in a
single sitting. In fact my time above is from a single sitting which to me is a nice time for a game like this, it doesn't feel like it
overstayed its welcome. And likewise say Guacamelee in which to complete that game requires some sections that are stupidly
difficult.. It's not deep at all. Tower defence part is really dumb and becomes boring after 5-10 missions. Strategy part is just
"upgrade everything as soon as you reach the next experience level". I don't understand why it has so high review score.. Fun
game, although if you want to use the Achievements for Profile display, you may need to wait as bit longer as Steam is still
learing about Zup! S. I do recommend this fun, puzzle game.. This game is one of the worst games I've ever played. This one
will be breif.
It has the potential to be fantastic. It's actually pretty much there, and a damned fine achievement for an indy developer to
accomplish.
In short, its like Space Engineers meets Star War Galaxies meets Eve Online.
Mining is ridiculously easy. You set the machine to grab the 'roid you want, and let it do its work while you get other things
done. You don't have to build the ship block by block, you just make a blueprint in the editor, or simply pick one up in the
Steam Workshop. When you have the resources, "build it" and its there.
If it IS your thing, spend hours making multicrew ships of grandious scales, with all types of artistic flourishes, or a hyper
efficient box of death.
Oh, and the ships CAN be multicrew. In fact, the larger and more funcional it is, the more likely it's going to HAVE to be
multicrew to get the most combat efficiency out of it.
Or have your big boy boat and use everything in it at your leisure.
Oh! And your mates and you can walk around the ship while it is moving! No flying out the back while at warp. Pilot can drive
the bus while you get work done back in the workshops. It's flippin fantastic!
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There are Factions to join. NPCs to do missions for. Reptuations to gain or lose.
So, I like it. Obligatory Cons at the moment:
Player dedicated servers - This is sort of a double edge sword. Player deds can be a bit problematic, and it could take time to
find one you like.
Small-ISH Playerbase - It'd be nice to have a huge playerbase, with people bumping into eachother all the time, but the server
can lag a bit when someone first logs on, and I'm not too sure how player run dedicated servers would handle the large loads. In
my experience, not the best. But this game will trully SHINE if that can get sorted out.
...bah... and I said it was going to be breif. Can't ever do it.
It's on Sale for under $11. I'd call it pretty much a no brainer. At $15, still a for sure thing if you're interest is piqued. If it's $20
at the moment of reading this... I'd still give you a thumbs up on a buy, but know that you'll want at least a mate to up the
enjoyment. Or find some on server.
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